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Purpose: To expand our predictive models for progression to advanced stages of age-related macular
degeneration (AMD) based on demographic, environmental, genetic, and ocular factors, using longer follow-up,
time varying analyses, calculation of absolute risks, adjustment for competing risks, and detailed baseline AMD
and drusen status.

Design: Prospective, longitudinal study.
Participants: We included 2937 individuals in the Age-Related Eye Disease Study, of which 819 subjects

progressed to advanced AMD during 12 years of follow-up.
Methods: Cox proportional hazards regression analyses were performed to calculate hazard ratios for

progression. Covariates included demographic and environmental factors, 6 variants in 5 genes, baseline
macular drusen size, and presence and type of advanced AMD in 1 eye at baseline. To assess the ability of risk
scores based on all covariates to discriminate between progressors and nonprogressors, an algorithm was
developed and the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC) was calculated. To validate the
overall model, the total sample was randomly subdivided into derivation and test samples. Another model was
built based on the derivation sample and assessed for calibration and discrimination in the test sample. Sample
sizes needed for testing new treatments in clinical trials were estimated based on models with and without
genetic variables.

Main Outcome Measures: Progression to advanced AMD, including geographic atrophy and neovascular
disease.

Results: In multivariate models, age, smoking, body mass index, single nucleotide polymorphisms in the
CFH, ARMS2/HTRA1, C3, C2, and CFB genes, as well as presence of advanced AMD in 1 eye and drusen size
in both eyes were all independently associated with progression. The AUC for progression at 10 years in the
model with genetic factors, drusen size, and environmental covariates was 0.915 in the total sample. In the test
sample, based on a model estimated from the derivation sample, the AUC was 0.908. The sample sizes needed
for clinical trials were estimated to be lower when genetic susceptibility was considered.

Conclusions: Factors reflective of nature and nurture were incorporated into an expanded algorithm for risk
prediction, which performed very well in both derivation and test samples. Risk scores and predicted progression
rates will be useful for AMD surveillance and for designing clinical trials.

Financial Disclosure(s): Proprietary or commercial disclosure may be found after the references.
Ophthalmology 2011;118:2203–2211 © 2011 by the American Academy of Ophthalmology.
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Age-related macular degeneration (AMD) is the leading
cause of visual loss among the elderly. The 2 advanced
forms, geographic atrophy (GA) and neovascular disease
(NV) can cause irreversible blindness.1,2 Several genetic
variants as well as modifiable factors including smoking,
lower intake of dietary antioxidants and omega-3 fatty ac-
ids, and higher body mass index (BMI) are known to be
associated with higher rates of progression from the early to
advanced stages of AMD.1–8 Characteristics of macular

drusen, which are deposits under the retinal pigment epi- b
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helium and the clinical hallmark of the early stages of
MD, are also associated with progression to advanced
MD.5,9 We previously created risk prediction models
ased on demographic, environmental, and genetic factors
hat can predict the occurrence of AMD and its progression
rom early and intermediate stages to the advanced
orms.10–13 Herein, we report new information and expand
pon our previous models in the following ways: (1) con-
idering progression in both eyes, (2) incorporating the

aseline macular phenotypes of drusen size and presence of
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advanced AMD in 1 eye and status of the fellow eye, (3)
accounting for time varying rates of progression by using
AMD grades at all follow-up visits, (4) extending the
follow-up period to 12 years, and (5) including a greater
number of participants. We also calculate absolute risk for
individuals given a specific set of demographic, ocular, and
genetic risk factors, adjusting for competing risks according
to age and gender of the subject, and validate our model in
a test sample that differed from the sample used to derive
the model. Furthermore, we estimate sample sizes needed
for clinical trials based on use of these models. Results of
our expanded risk score models could be useful for targeting
high risk individuals for lifestyle changes that reduce risk of
AMD progression. We also show that these risk models
could help to identify subjects for participation in clinical
trials involving new treatments.

Methods

Phenotype and Progression Data

The Age-Related Eye Disease Study (AREDS) included a random-
ized, clinical trial to assess the effect of antioxidant and mineral
supplements on risk of AMD and cataract, and a longitudinal study
of AMD that ended in December 2005. Study procedures have
been previously reported.9 Based on ocular examination and pho-
tographic grading of fundus photographs, participants were defined
at baseline as AREDS category 1 in both eyes (essentially free of
age-related macular abnormalities), category 2 in the worse eye
(mild changes including multiple small drusen, nonextensive in-
termediate drusen, and/or pigment abnormalities), category 3 in
the worse eye (�1 large drusen of �125 micron in diameter,
extensive intermediate drusen, and/or non-central GA), category 4
in 1 eye (advanced AMD, either neovascular or central GA, or
visual loss owing to AMD regardless of phenotype), or category 4
in both eyes. Non-Caucasians were excluded from these analyses
because the distribution of advanced AMD in that population
differs considerably compared with Caucasians.1 Because group 3
patients in the original AREDS classification included non-central
GA and group 4 included both advanced forms of AMD as well as
visual loss regardless of phenotype,9 we reclassified these groups
independent of visual acuity level into grades 4 and 5, with grade
4 including both non-central and central GA, and grade 5 includ-
ing NV, using the Clinical Age-Related Maculopathy Grading
System.14

Maximum drusen size within the grid (a 3000-micron [�m]
radius centered on the fovea) at baseline was used to assess drusen
phenotypes for eyes without advanced AMD. Drusen size was
based on standard circles with diameters corresponding to 63, 125,
and 250 �m.15 Drusen size was divided into the following cate-
gories: �63, 63 to 124, 125 to 249, and �250 �m.

Progression was defined as either eye progressing from a grade
1, 2, or 3 to either a 4 or a 5 at any follow-up visit to the end of
the study within each individual. Time to progression was recorded
for the first eye to progress if both eyes were at risk, and for the
fellow eye if 1 eye was at risk. Individuals were considered
progressors if there was no advanced AMD in either eye at
baseline and they developed AMD in �1 eye during follow-up
(group A), or they had advanced AMD in 1 eye at baseline and
progressed to AMD in the fellow eye during follow-up (group B).
For subjects in group A, we controlled for drusen size in each eye

at baseline and evaluated the time to progression in each eye and s
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sed the earlier of the 2 progression times if both eyes progressed
t different times. For subjects in group B, we controlled for AMD
ategory in the affected eye at baseline (i.e., GA or NV), drusen
ize in the unaffected eye at baseline, and evaluated the time to
rogression in the fellow eye.

Demographic and risk factor data, including education, smok-
ng history, and BMI, were obtained at the baseline visit from
uestionnaires and height and weight measurements. Antioxidant
tatus was defined as taking antioxidants (antioxidants alone or
ntioxidants and zinc) or no antioxidants (placebo or zinc alone) in
he clinical trial. The clinical trial treatment groups included pla-
ebo, antioxidants alone, zinc, and antioxidants plus zinc. The
esearch protocol was approved by institutional review boards and
ll participants signed the AREDS general consent statements.
esearch adhered to the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki.

enotype Data

he following 6 common single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs)
ssociated with AMD were evaluated: (1) Complement factor H
CFH) Y402H (rs1061170) in exon 9 of the CFH gene on chro-
osome 1q31, a change 1277T�C, resulting in a substitution of

istidine for tyrosine at codon 402 of the CFH protein,16–19

2)CFH rs1410996, an independently associated SNP variant
ithin intron 14 of CFH,10 (3) ARMS2/HTRA1 (rs10490924) in the
OC387715/HTRA1 region of chromosome 10, a nonsynonymous
oding SNP variant in exon 1 of LOC387715, resulting in a
ubstitution of the amino acid serine for alanine at codon 69,20–24

4) Complement component 2 or C2 E318D (rs9332739), the
onsynonymous coding SNP variant in exon 7 of C2 resulting in
he amino acid glutamic acid changing to aspartic acid at codon
18,10,25 (5) Complement Factor B or CFB R32Q (rs641153), the
onsynonymous coding SNP variant in exon 2 of CFB resulting in
he amino acid glutamine changing to arginine at codon 32,10,25 (6)
omplement component 3 or C3 R102G (rs2230199), the nonsyn-
nymous coding SNP variant in exon 3 of C3 resulting in the
mino acid glycine to arginine at codon 102.26,27 For the genetic
ariant on chromosome 10, ARMS2, it remains a subject of
ebate whether the gene HTRA1 adjacent to it may in fact be the
MD-susceptibility gene on 10q2622–24; however, the relevant
NPs in these 2 genes have been reported to be nearly perfectly
orrelated. Thus, although the other SNP is a promising candidate
ariant, rs10490924 used in this study can be considered a surro-
ate for the causal variant that resides in this region. For the
2/CFB genes, there are 2 independent associations to the C2/CFB

ocus, but because of linkage disequilibrium we do not know
hich of the 2 genes or whether both are functionally affected.10,25

enotyping was performed using primer mass extension and
ALDI-TOF MS analysis (MassARRAY iPLEX platform of Se-

uenom, San Diego, CA) at the Broad Institute Center for Geno-
yping and Analysis (Cambridge, MA).

tatistical Analyses

nalyses were performed using the Cox proportional hazards
odel to evaluate relationships between progression of AMD and

he following variables: genotypes, age (�65, 65–74, �75 years),
ender, education (high school or less, more than high school),
igarette smoking (never, past, current), and BMI, which was
alculated as the weight in kilograms divided by the square of the
eight in meters (�25, 25–29.9, �30). The treatment assignment
n the randomized clinical trial was also added to the multivariate
odel (taking a supplement containing antioxidants or taking
tudy supplements containing no antioxidants).
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Seddon et al � Predictive Models for Progression to Advanced AMD
Hazard ratios (HRs) and 95% confidence intervals were calcu-
lated for demographic, behavioral, ocular, and genetic factors.
Tests for trend for the number of risk alleles (0, 1, or 2) for each
genetic variant were calculated.28 The method for calculation of
the AMD progression risk score based on regression coefficients of
all demographic, environmental, genetic, and ocular factors is
shown in Table 1 (available online at http://aaojournal.org), which
gives examples of sets of variables for 1 individual who progressed
and 1 individual who did not. Table 1 also shows the total risk
score and total genetic load for the progressor and the nonprogres-
sor, and the regression coefficients associated with each variable
that can be used to calculate a risk score. In addition, survival
analysis was used to determine 5- and 10-year cumulative inci-
dence rates of AMD for individual subjects with various risk factor
levels at baseline, adjusting for competing mortality risks accord-
ing to age and gender. The total risk score can be used to estimate
HRs for specific subjects relative to a subject with no risk factors,
and thereby estimate the AMD survival curve for individual sub-
jects based on specific levels of risk factors using the Baseline
option of PROC PHREG of SAS (version 9.1; SAS, Inc., Cary,
NC). One can then estimate AMD progression over different
periods of time for individual subjects.

The area under the receiver operating characteristic curve
(AUC) was obtained for progression within 5 years and progres-
sion within 10 years. In addition, an age-adjusted concordant or
“C” statistic based on the curve was calculated for different com-
binations of these factors to assess the probability that the risk
score based on the group of risk factors in that model from a
random progressor was higher than the corresponding risk score
from a random nonprogressor within the same 10-year age
group.13,29 We obtained standard errors of estimated C statistics
and compared C statistics from alternative risk prediction models
using correlated receiver operating characteristic curve methods.30

Attributable risks were calculated based on combinations of envi-
ronmental, genetic, and supplement variables, which were condi-
tional on demographic factors and drusen size.

In addition, the study population was subdivided into 2 sub-
samples: a derivation sample consisting of 1505 individuals and a
test sample of 1432 subjects by using a SAS uniform random
number generator (RANUNI) with allocation probabilities of 0.5
in each group. To validate the model, 3 multivariate models were
estimated from the derivation sample and then applied separately
to both the derivation and the test samples. To assess discrimin-
ation, the model obtained from the derivation sample was applied
to the test sample and the AUC was determined for both derivation
and test samples. To assess the calibration of the model, the
subjects in the test sample were subdivided into age-specific de-
ciles of predicted 5-year AMD risk as obtained from the model
including genes, environment, drusen, and baseline AMD status
based on the derivation sample. The expected number of subjects
who progressed to AMD over 5 years adjusted for competing
mortality risks (as obtained from 2006 life tables) was then com-
pared with the observed number of subjects who progressed over
5 years, estimated from Kaplan–Meier curves obtained for indi-
vidual subjects within each age-specific risk decile in the test
sample. A Hosmer–Lemeshow test statistic was then computed to
compare the observed and predicted counts by risk decile summed
over all age groups. Counts for deciles 1 to 4 were combined due
to small numbers. These predicted survival curves were a function
of the specific demographic, environmental, genetic, and ocular
risk factors of the individual subject, and were also adjusted for
competing mortality risks over a 10-year period according to age

and gender of subjects at baseline. a
esults

here were 819 individuals who progressed to either GA or NV
n �1 eye and 2118 who did not progress during the course of the
tudy. There were 265 progressors to GA (but not NV), and 379
rogressors to NV in �1 eye (but not GA), and 175 individuals
ho progressed to GA in 1 eye and NV in the fellow eye. The
ean ages at baseline (� standard deviation) of progressors and

onprogressors were 70.2 (�5.2) and 68.1 (�4.7), respectively.
he average follow-up time was 9.2 years (range, 0.5–13) for

ndividuals without advanced AMD in either eye at baseline (n �
519), and was 6.7 years (range, 0.5–12) for subjects who had 1
ye with advanced AMD at baseline (n � 418).

Overall, there were 341 people who were not followed for 5 years
nd did not progress within 5 years (12%), and 423 people who were
ot followed for 10 years and did not progress within 10 years (14%).
ersons lost to follow-up over 10 years were slightly older (mean age
f 69.9 vs 68.5 years), and tended to have better macular status at
aseline than subjects who were followed for �10 years. There were
o differences according to gender or smoking status.

Overall rates of progression over time for these 2 groups (1
s 2 eyes at risk of progression to advanced AMD) are shown
n Fig 1 (available online at http://aaojournal.org), and the
orresponding overall probabilities of progression at 2, 5, and
0 years for individuals in these 2 ocular categories at baseline
re shown in Table 2 (available online at http://aaojournal.org).
he progression rate over 10 years for individuals with drusen
ize of 125 to 249 microns in both eyes at baseline was 21%,
nd for individuals with advanced AMD at baseline in 1 eye and
he same drusen size in the other eye, the progression rate at 10
ears was 61%.

Table 3 (available online at http://aaojournal.org) shows the
nivariate associations between AMD progression and demographic,
cular, environmental, and genetic factors at baseline. Progressors
ere older, had less education, were more likely to be past or current

mokers, and had somewhat higher BMI compared with nonprogres-
ors. All 6 genetic variants were significantly related to progression
rom nonadvanced to advanced stages of AMD.

Table 3 also shows the influence of macular status at baseline
n progression. Individuals with advanced AMD in 1 eye at
aseline had a significantly higher hazard of progression to ad-
anced AMD in the fellow eye (HR, 10.0 [95% CI, 3.9–25.2] for
A, and HR, 7.6 [95% CI, 3.2–18.5] for NV) compared with those
ithout advanced AMD at baseline. Hazard of progression in-

reased as drusen size increased for all categories. For example,
he HR was 4.3 for a drusen size of 63 to 124 �m in one eye and
dvanced AMD in the other eye, and the HR was 13.9 for a drusen
ize of �250 �m in one eye, and advanced AMD in the other eye.
ompared with individuals in which both eyes had no drusen or
ery small drusen (�63 �m), individuals with a drusen size of
3 to 124 �m in both eyes had a HR of 9.1 (95% CI, 5.1–16.2).
ndividuals with a drusen size of 63 to 124 �m in 1 eye and larger
rusen (125–249 �m) in the other eye had a HR of 18.1 (95% CI,
0.6–30.8).

Table 4 (as well as Table 5 available online at http://aaojournal.org)
isplays the multivariate associations between demographic, ocu-
ar, environmental, and genetic characteristics and AMD progres-
ion in the 3 models: Model A controls for demographic, environ-
ental characteristics, genetic factors, and AMD status (whether 1

ye had advanced AMD at baseline, and if so the type of advanced
MD); model B controls for demographic, environmental factors,
rusen phenotypes, and AMD status; and model C (Table 4)
ncludes all variables in models A and B. Baseline drusen pheno-
ypes were strongly related to progression. Smoking, higher BMI,

nd all genetic variants were also associated with worsening of
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acular disease over time. Environmental characteristics had sim-
lar effects on progression in models A, B, and C. Genetic factors
ere all significantly associated with AMD progression in model
, and these effects were weakened, but remained significant

except for CFH rs1061170), with the addition of drusen pheno-
ypes to the model C. Larger drusen size was very strongly
ssociated with progression to advanced AMD as seen in model B,
nd these effects were reduced slightly with the addition of genetic
actors to the model (model C, Table 4).

An example of the use of Tables 4 and Table 5 to derive a total
isk score and also a risk score based only on the genetic compo-
ents (genetic load) is shown in Table 1 (available online at
ttp://aaojournal.org) for 2 individuals with advanced AMD in 1
ye at baseline: one who progressed and one who did not progress.
he nonprogressor had a total risk score of 3.17 and a genetic load
f 0.30, whereas the progressor had a total risk score of 4.28 and
genetic load of 1.28. The information in Table 1 can be used to

efine the HR for a subject versus a reference person with a 0 value
or all covariates. If this HR is combined with the survival curve
f the reference subject obtained using the baseline option in SAS
ROC PHREG, one can obtain survival rates or curves for each
erson.

Table 6 shows risk profiles for progression to advanced AMD
ccording to demographic, environmental, genetic, and ocular
actors for representative individuals aged 55 to 64 years with a
rusen size of 125 to 249 �m at baseline, and for individuals with
dvanced NV at baseline in the same age group and same size
rusen in the fellow eye. Individuals are classified as being in the
ow, medium, or high risk groups based on combinations of
emographic, environmental, and genetic factors. The low, me-
ium, and high risk individuals correspond to subjects with overall
isk scores in the 10th, 50th, and 90th percentiles, respectively,
mong individuals in the same age groups and drusen size char-
cteristics mentioned.

The individual in the high risk group with drusen in both eyes
t baseline had a history of smoking, BMI �30, and �1 risk allele
or both CFH variants and ARMS2, whereas the individual in the
ow risk group with drusen in both eyes had no smoking history,
ad lower BMI, and no risk alleles for either of the CFH variants.
he individual in the high risk group with NV disease in 1 eye at
aseline was a current smoker, had a BMI of 25 to 29.9 kg/m2,
nd �1 risk allele for both CFH variants, ARMS2/HTRA1, and C3,
hereas the individual in the low risk group with NV in 1 eye at
aseline had no environmental risk factors and was heterozygous

Table 4. (Continued.)

Variables
Hazard Ratio

(95% CI) P Value

No advanced AMD at baseline: size of
drusen (microns) OU

�63, �63 1.0
63–124, �63 3.5 (1.9–6.3) �0.0001
63–124, 63–124 7.6 (4.2–13.5) �0.0001
125–249,�63 7.8 (4.1–14.7) �0.0001
125–249, 63–124 15.1 (8.8–25.7) �0.0001
125–249, 125–249 26.0 (15.4–43.7) �0.0001
� 250, �124 28.0 (15.2–51.6) �0.0001
� 250, 125–249 43.9 (26.1–73.9) �0.0001
� 250, �250 53.7 (32.2–89.4) �0.0001

SNP is coded by minus DNA strand.
MD � age-related macular degeneration; CI � confidence interval.
Table 4. Multivariate Association Between Demographic,
Environmental, Genetic and Macular Characteristics
and Progression to Advanced Age-Related Macular

Degeneration

Variables
Hazard Ratio

(95% CI) P Value

Progressors/nonprogressors 819/2118
Demographic

Age (y)
�65 1.0
65–74 1.4 (1.1–1.7) 0.004
�75 1.8 (1.5–2.3) �0.0001

Gender
Female 1.0
Male 1.0 (0.9–1.2) 0.704

Education
�High school 1.0
�High school 0.9 (0.8–1.0) 0.098

Environmental
Smoking

Never 1.0
Past 1.1 (1.0–1.3) 0.121
Current 1.8 (1.4–2.3) �0.0001

Body mass index (kg/m2)
�25 1.0
25–29 1.1 (0.9–1.3) 0.425
�30 1.3 (1.1–1.6) 0.006

Antioxidants
No 1.0
Yes 0.9 (0.8–1.0) 0.196

Genetic
CFH:rs1061170 (Y402H)

TT 1.0
CT 1.1 (0.8–1.3) 0.639
CC 1.2 (0.9–1.5) 0.214

CFH:rs1410996*
TT 1.0
CT 1.9 (1.3–2.9) 0.002
CC 2.3 (1.5–3.5) 0.0002

ARMS2/HTRA1: rs10490924 (A69S)
GG 1.0
GT 1.4 (1.1–1.6) 0.0003
TT 1.8 (1.5–2.2) �0.0001

C2:rs9332739(E318D)
GG 1.0
CG/CC 0.6 (0.4–0.9) 0.024

CFB:rs641153(R32Q)*
CC 1.0
CT/TT 0.7 (0.5–0.9) 0.006

C3:rs2230199(R102G)*
CC 1.0
CG 1.2 (1.0–1.4) 0.025
GG 1.5 (1.1–1.9) 0.004

Ocular
Advanced AMD in 1 eye at baseline

Neither eye 1.0
1 eye with geographic atrophy 7.3 (2.9–18.4) �0.0001
1 eye with neovascular disease 5.1 (2.1–12.2) 0.0003

Largest drusen size (microns) in
non-advanced fellow eye

�63 1.0
63–124 4.1 (1.9–9.2) 0.001
125–249 7.3 (3.4–15.8) �0.0001
�250 11.7 (5.4–25.3) �0.0001
or ARMS2/HTRA1, with no other risk genotypes.

http://aaojournal.org
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Seddon et al � Predictive Models for Progression to Advanced AMD
The probabilities of progression to advanced AMD shown in
Table 6 are displayed in Fig 2 representing different risk groups.
The individual in the high risk group with bilateral drusen size of
125 to 249 �m at baseline had a 59% risk of progressing to
advanced AMD at 10 years, whereas the individual in the low risk
group with bilateral drusen had a 20% risk of progression to
advanced AMD over this same time period (Fig 2A). The individ-
ual in the high risk group with advanced AMD at baseline and a
high risk score had an 88% probability of progression at 10 years,
compared with a 24% probability of progression for the individual
with advanced AMD at baseline in the low risk group (Fig 2B).
This demonstrates the influence of genetic load and other risk
factors on risk of progression within the same macular phenotype.

In Table 7, we present the AUC or C statistics, predicting
progression to advanced AMD for the models shown in Table 4
and Table 5 (available online at http://aaojournal.org) with differ-
ent combinations of demographic, environmental, genetic, and
ocular variables. For the overall sample (Table 4 and Table 5
[available online at http://aaojournal.org]), model A (which in-

Table 6. Risk Profiles and Probabilities for Progression to Advan
Environmental, and Genetic Factors fo

Variables*

Risk Gro
Macular

Low

Gender 0
Education 1
Smoking

Past 0
Current 0

Body mass index (kg/m2)
25–29 1
�30 0
Antioxidant use 1

CFH:rs1061170
CT 0
CC 0

CFH:rs1410996
CT 0
CC 0

ARMS2/HTRA1:rs10490924
GT 1
TT 0

CFB:rs641153
TT 0

C2:rs9332739
CC 0

C3:rs2230199
CG 1
GG 0

Probability of progression to advanced AMD at 2, 5,
and 10 years according to risk groups§

2 Years 0.037
5 Years 0.095
10 Years 0.198

*Gender: 0 � female, 1 � male; education: 0 � �high school, 1 � �h
†Progression risk groups defined for representative individuals at the low (
drusen size 125–249 �m in each eye based on combinations of the listed
‡Progression risk groups defined for representative individuals at the low (
drusen size 125–249 �m in the nonadvanced eye.
§Controlling for competing risks.
cludes genetic and environmental factors), the 5-year and 10- m
ear C statistics (� standard error) were 0.790�0.011 and
.810�0.009, respectively. In Table 5 (available online at
ttp://aaojournal.org), model B (ocular and environmental co-
ariates), the C statistics increased to 0.873�0.009 and
.901�0.007 for 5- and 10-year progression, respectively.
odel C as shown in Table 4 (all variables together from
odels A and B), there was an increase in the C statistic to

.885�0.008 for 5-year progression, and 0.915�0.006 for the
0-year progression model. The AUCs for models A versus C
nd B versus C were different from one another (P�0.001 for
0-year progression). Table 7 also displays the statistics for
he derivation sample and the test sample. There is a slight
ecrease in C statistic from the derivation to test sample.
owever, the overall C statistic in the test sample for model C

s �90%. In addition, the attributable risks were 18.1% based
n environmental variables, 83.6% based on genetic variables,
7% based on environmental and genetic variables, and 87.2%
ased on genetic, environmental and treatment variables. This

Age-Related Macular Degeneration According to Demographic,
ferent Baseline Ocular Characteristics

mong Subjects with
en (125–249 �m) in
th Eyes†

Risk Groups Among Subjects with
Macular Drusen (125–249 �m) in

One Eye and Neovascular Disease in
Fellow Eye‡

Medium High Low Medium High

1 0 0 1 1
1 1 1 1 0

0 1 0 1 0
1 0 0 0 1

0 0 0 1 1
0 1 0 0 0
1 0 0 1 1

0 1 0 0 1
1 0 0 1 0

0 1 0 0 0
1 0 0 1 1

1 1 1 1 0
0 0 0 0 1

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0

0.088 0.14 0.045 0.131 0.298
0.217 0.331 0.116 0.311 0.61
0.418 0.588 0.238 0.561 0.876

hool; all other variables: 0 � no, 1 � yes.
, medium (50th), and high (90th) percentile for subjects age 55–64 and
bles as shown in the table.
, medium (50th), and high (90th) percentile for subjects age 55–64 and
ced
r Dif
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eans that 18.1% of progression could be prevented if all
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subjects changed from current or past smoking to nonsmoking,
and/or changed from overweight or obese to normal weight.
The other attributable risks are interpreted similarly.

For comparative purposes, we also considered AUCs for sim-
pler models for the overall 12-year follow-up time. Specifically,
we considered a model without genetic variables but with age,
gender, and education (denoted model A1) and a model with the
same variables as this model A1 plus cigarette smoking and BMI
(denoted model A2) and compared these models with model A in
Table 4, which also includes the genetic variables. The AUCs for
models A1, A2, and A over the 12-year period were 0.540, 0.601,
and 0.803, respectively, with highly significant differences for
each of models A1 and A2, versus model A (P�0.001). This
suggests the added value of the genetic variables in addition to the
demographic and environmental variables.

The ROC curves for progressors and nonprogressors at 5 and
10 years for the model shown in Table 4 are displayed in Fig 3.
Based on this curve, if a test positive subject is defined as having
a risk score �3.0, then the sensitivity and specificity are 92% and
78% for 5-year progression, and 90% and 79% for 10-year pro-
gression, respectively.

The calibration of the risk prediction model was assessed in the
test sample based on a model fit to the derivation sample. The
results are shown in Table 8 (available online at http://aaojournal.
org). The observed and expected counts within age-specific risk

Figure 2. Rates of progression over 12 years for selected individuals in the
low (10th percentile), medium (50th percentile), and high (90th percen-
tile) risk groups, based on a combination of genetic, demographic, envi-
ronmental, and ocular characteristics. A, Rates of progression for individ-
uals with a drusen size of 125 to 249 �m in both eyes at baseline. B, Rates
of progression for individuals with neovascular AMD in 1 eye and a drusen
size of 125 to 249 �m in the nonadvanced eye at baseline.
deciles in the test sample were not significantly different (Hosmer- d

2208
emeshow chi-square � 8.16; P � 0.23), indicating adequate
alibration of the model in a separate sample. Results based on
iscrimination and calibration in the test sample indicate that the
isk model would likely perform well in other populations of
ndividuals at risk of progression to advanced AMD.

An assessment of the effect of interactions between genotype
nd antioxidant/mineral supplement groups on progression to ad-
anced AMD controlling for all demographic, environmental, ge-
etic, and ocular factors among individuals with a baseline grade
f �2 is shown in Table 9 (available online at http://aaojournal.org).
here was an interaction between treatment group and the CFH

s1061170 Y402H variant indicating that the effect of supplemen-
ation on risk of progression was significantly different among the

CFH genotypes when considered both as a categorical variable
P � 0.038) as well as in a codominant model according to the
umber of risk alleles (P � 0.013). Specifically, there was a
rotective effect of the combination antioxidant/zinc group com-
ared with placebo for subjects with the TT non-risk genotype
HR, 0.5; 95% CI, 0.3–0.6), but there did not seem to be a
ignificant beneficial effect for the CC (homozygous risk) geno-
ype. There were no other interactions between antioxidant/mineral
upplements and the other genetic variants.

iscussion

o our knowledge, this is the first model of AMD progres-
ion that includes time varying rates of progression up to 12
ears, AMD status at baseline, macular drusen size in both
yes at baseline, 6 genetic variants, and demographic and
nvironmental factors. We also calculated absolute risk for
ndividuals based on different combinations of risk factors
djusting for competing mortality risks. Presence of drusen
nd increasing drusen size in 1 or both eyes are strong risk
actors for progression to advanced AMD adjusting for
nvironmental and genetic factors. Individuals with ad-
anced AMD in 1 eye at baseline had a 7- to 10-fold greater
azard of progression in the fellow eye compared with those
ithout advanced AMD at baseline, controlling for genetic

nd other factors (Table 3, available at http://aaojournal.org).
mong individuals with the same baseline drusen phenotype and
MD status, the addition of demographic, lifestyle, and genetic

actors was able to differentiate those who were at low, medium,
nd high risk of progression. Models with varying combinations
f these variables have excellent probability of predicting progres-
ion to advanced AMD.

Since 2006, we have designed several predictive models
or AMD, including a polygenic score in an association
tudy,10 a model in a case-control study with 1 genetic
ariant (CFH) along with demographic and behavioral fac-
ors,11 a model predicting progression over time including
he CFH and ARMS2/HTRA1 genes along with the same set
f nongenetic factors,12 and an expanded model with 6
enetic variants, together with ocular, demographic, and
nvironmental factors with excellent ability to predict wors-
ning of the disease.13 The C statistic (� standard error)
ased on an algorithm used in that model, which comb-
ned 6 genetic variants and demographic and environme-
tal variables was 0.831�0.013 with an average follow-up
ime of 6.3 years. Our current analyses expand upon these
odels further and add the presence and size of macular
rusen and severity of AMD in each eye at baseline, grade
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of AMD at each follow-up visit, longer follow-up time, and
a larger sample size. The C statistic improved to 0.885 and
0.915 for 5- and 10-year progression, respectively. Results
have practical applications in clinical settings and for de-
signing clinical trials.

The Muenster Aging and Retina Study group performed
a cross-sectional study with a population of 730 individuals
with combined early and late AMD and 183 controls.31 In a
model that included 2 genes, age, gender, and smoking, the
C statistic for advanced AMD was 0.81.31 McKay et al32 in
another cross-sectional study of 437 cases and 436 controls
in a Northern Irish population calculated a C statistic of 0.86
for advanced AMD including genetic factors, smoking, and
age. To our knowledge, other than our previous report on
predictive models for prevalence and progression,13 there is
only 1 other predictive model for AMD progression that
involves GA only.33 We also assessed a predictive model
with the incorporation of the biomarkers in plasma, com-

Table 7. C Statistics for Progression to Advanced Age-Related M
of Genetic, Environmental, and Macular Chara

Model

Overall Sample

5-Year Progression
Area Under the

Curve � Standard
Error

10-Year Progression
Area Under the

Curve � Standard
Error

5-Y
A

Cu

A 0.790�0.011 0.810�0.009 0
B 0.873�0.009 0.901�0.007 0
C 0.885�0.008 0.915�0.006 0
Model A vs C (P value) �0.001 �0.001
Model B vs C (P value) 0.010 �0.001

Model A: Genetic and environmental variables: Smoking (never, past, cur
school), antioxidant treatment (yes, no), AMD status at baseline, CFH Y40
TT), C2 (GG, CG/CC), CFB (CC, CT/TT), C3 (CC, CG, GG).
Model B: Macular drusen and environmental variables: Smoking (never, p
�high school), antioxidant treatment (yes, no), AMD status at baseline
Model C: All variables in models A and B.
*Derivation sample, n � 1505; test sample, n � 1432.

Figure 3. Receiver operating characteristic curves for 5-year and 10-year
progression to advanced age-related macular degeneration based on model
in Table 4 (age, gender, education, smoking, BMI, CFH:rs1410996, CFH:
rs1061170, ARMS2/HTRA1:rs10490924, C2:rs9332739, CFB:rs641153,
tC3:rs2230199, drusen phenotypes and AMD status at baseline).
lement components and activation fragments, along with
he environmental and genetic variables, which improved
rediction,34 although assessment of such biomarkers may
ot be cost effective or easily obtained in a clinical setting.
one of these studies used time-varying rates of progression
ver 12 years or all of the covariates included in this report.

The advantages of this study include the evaluation of
he predictive power of demographic, environmental, ge-
etic, and ocular variables based on a large, well-characterized
opulation of Caucasian patients from various geographic
egions around the United States. Additional strengths in-
lude the standardized collection of risk factor information,
irect measurements of height and weight, measurements of
rusen size, and classification of maculopathy by standard-
zed ophthalmic examinations and grading of fundus pho-
ographs. Misclassification was unlikely, because grades
ere assigned without knowledge of risk factors or geno-

ype. There may be some other unmeasured and, therefore,
ncontrolled factors that confound these relationships, but,
o explain these results, they would have to be highly related
o genotype, smoking, BMI, and treatment assignment and

strong risk factor for AMD. Although this is a selected
opulation, the subjects probably represent the typical pa-
ient at risk for progression to advanced AMD, and the
verall population is similar to other clinic populations in
his age range in terms of smoking and prevalence of
besity as well as the distribution of the genotypes. Further-
ore, the biologic effects of the genetic variants do not

eem to differ in major ways among various Caucasian
opulations with AMD. Therefore, results are likely appli-
able to other Caucasian populations but may not apply to
ther ethnic groups.

nterpretation of Results as Applied to Clinical
rials

o provide some practical insight into how this information
ould be useful for planning future clinical trials of various

lar Degeneration Based on Models with Different Combinations
stics in Overall, Derivation, and Test Samples

Derivation Sample* Test Sample*

rogression
nder the
Standard

ror

10-Year Progression
Area Under the

Curve � Standard
Error

5-Year Progression
Area Under the

Curve � Standard
Error

10-Year Progression
Area Under the

Curve � Standard
Error

0.015 0.814�0.013 0.774�0.017 0.798�0.013
0.011 0.907�0.009 0.869�0.013 0.900�0.009
0.010 0.919�0.008 0.876�0.012 0.908�0.009

body mass index (�25, 25–29.9, 30�), education (�high school, �high
TT, CT, CC),CFHrs1410966 (TT, CT, CC), ARMS2/HTRA1 (GG, GT,

rrent), body mass index (�25, 25–29.9, 30�), education (�high school,
rusen size in each eye (�m) as shown in Table 4.
acu
cteri

ear P
rea U
rve �

Er

.805�

.887�

.899�

rent),
2H (

ast, cu
and d
reatments for advanced AMD, we calculated sample sizes
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needed for (a) high risk individuals, age 55 to 64 years, with
advanced AMD in 1 eye and a drusen size of 125 to 249 �m
in the fellow eye, and (b) medium risk individuals with
bilateral drusen of that size in both eyes but no advanced
AMD (Fig 4).

In the presence of genetic testing (left side of Fig 4), we
assume that we can identify individuals in the top quintile of
risk based on a combination of demographic, environmen-
tal, genetic and ocular variables as shown in Table 4. We
also assume that the subject at the 90th percentile (Table 6)
would represent the average risk of the top quintile, which
is 30% incidence over 2 years for the unilateral advanced
cases, and 14% for the bilateral drusen category. If we
project that incidence rates for progression would be re-
duced by 50% in the treatment group, then to achieve 80%
power would require 120 subjects per treatment arm (total
n � 240) in the unilateral advanced AMD case group, and
300 (total n � 600) per group in the bilateral drusen sub-
jects. To identify those with the highest risk of developing
advanced AMD (top quintile), 1200 individuals with uni-
lateral advanced disease would need to undergo genetic
testing to identify 240 subjects (120 per treatment arm) for
a proposed clinical trial. Similarly, 3000 people with bilat-
eral drusen would need to undergo genetic testing to iden-
tify approximately 600 people (300 per treatment arm) in
the top quintile of risk.

In the absence of genetic testing, assuming the medium
risk group (Table 6) represents the median risk overall, the
2-year risk in an average subject would be 13.1% and 8.8%

Figure 4. Estimated sample sizes needed for a clinical trial of progession to
advanced age-related macular degeneration (AMD) with 80% power to
detect a 50% treatment effect based on presence or absence of genetic
screening.
with unilateral advanced AMD and bilateral drusen, respec-

2210
ively. If we assume progression rates would be reduced by
0% with a new treatment, to achieve 80% power we would
eed to enroll 600 individuals in the unilateral advanced
MD group and 1000 in the bilateral drusen group. On

verage, 400 additional subjects would need to be enrolled
or the bilateral drusen group, and 360 additional subjects
ould need to be enrolled for the unilateral advanced AMD
roup compared with selecting only high risk individuals
ased on genetic testing. The cost of genotyping a small
umber of genetic variants would likely be less than the cost
f enrolling an additional 400 people and following them
or 2 years in a clinical trial.

In summary, there is increasing interest in personalized
edicine and the use of data as presented herein for indi-

idual risk prediction for AMD and its progression. The
lgorithms could be very useful for identifying high risk
ndividuals for future clinical trials designed to evaluate
ew treatments. Fewer patients would need to be enrolled in
uch a study if both genetic and nongenetic parameters were
art of the screening procedures before enrollment. On an
ndividual basis, the models could someday be used to
enerate scores for genetic risk, or genetic load, and overall
isk for developing the advanced forms of AMD with visual
oss over a specific period of time. However, it may be
remature to recommend such testing now except for cer-
ain high risk families. The overall benefit of these models
o improve prediction of individual progression rates may
e realized only if genetic testing becomes part of routine
linical practice.
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